with A very critical design issue for high intensity proton linacs is to keep particle loss below 1 W/m at the high energy end and allow unconstrained hand on maintenance. Particle loss is caused by a small number of panicles outside the dense beam core, called the beam halo. Halo formation of bunched beams in a periodic focusing channel is driven by mismatch, high space charge and temperature anisotropy. Unstable particles oscillate in all 3 phase space planes. Mode overlap due to large mismatch amplitudes can lead to a halo much larger than seen in uniform focusing systems. Resonance crossing due to acceleration is a possibility for designing high intensity linacs. 
where uenv is one of the three envelope tunes of the mismatched radii and 4,1 the single particle tune. Beside these instabilities other particle -lattice resonances can be excited either by temperature exchange or by mismatch. Even if all above mentioned instabilities are avoided large mismatch amplitudes can create unstable particle motion.
Unstable Particle Motion due to Resonance Overlap
In a periodic focusing system a parametric particle -lattice resonance is excited if the zero current tune is above 90".
If a particle -envelope resonance, excited by mismatch, is nearby a particle -lattice resonance, then particles can be driven by the envelope resonance into lattice resonance. This is called resonance overlap which can lead to unstable particle motion with large amplitudes.
In Fig. 2 
Unstable Particle Motion due to Temperature Exchange
In the design of high intensity linear accelerators substantial differences between transverse and longitudinal temperatures should be avoided [6, 7] . In Fig. 4 the development of unstable particle motion due to temperature exchange and leading to the 90" particle -lattice resonance is shown for a matched beam. The longitudinal to transverse temperature ratio is 3 and the zero current transverse tune is 92". The not shown rms emittances are oscillating due to temperature exchange. Clearly visible is the unstable motion of particles leading to very large emittances in the horizontal phase plane. No unstable behaviour is seen in the longitudinal plane. The single particle tune of go", as shown in Fig. 5 , for the least stable particle, is in resonance with the periodic focusing, leading to the strong increase in its emittance value. Before the particle becomes unstable in one transverse plane, energy transfer between the longitudinal and the transverse plane is observed.
Unstable Particle Motion due to Large Mismatch Amplitudes
By avoiding temperature exchange, the 90' single partcle -lattice resonance and high tune depression, mismatch amplitudes smaller than 30% lead to a superposition The situation can be different for mode excitations with large amplitudes. For the layout of the periodic focusing system in Fig. 1, a 20% 'pseudo' high mode (equal mismatch amplitudes in all three directions) excitation leads to neither transverse nor longitudinal halo formation. By 50% pseudo high mode excitation however, mode overlap occurs and leads to unstable particlemotionin all three planes after 40 periods. The periodic focusing system enlarges the maximal halo extent compared to an uniform focusing channel. change. Fig. 6 shows the halo formation due to exciting a pure high mode with 20% transverse and 20% longitudinal mismatch. As the 90" particle -lattice resonance is crossed transversely together with increasing the transverse temperature, halo formation due to mismatch is visible in the horizontal plane. Much weaker halo formation is seen in the longitudinal phase plane as expected from the high mode excitation.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE ESS LINAC
These results are very much consistent with the results for a bunched beam in a periodic focusing channel. The unstable particle motion in the transverse plane however is much less dominant compared to similar periodic transport line of Fig. 4 , because the very dangerous parameter combination of temperature ratio of 0.37 together with U; = 92" is crossed quite fast due to acceleration. Fast crossing of the 90° particle -lattice resonance therefore is a possibility for designing high intensity linacs if equipstitioning would lead to strong tune depression. 
